Worksheet
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Class:7

Subject: SOCIAL SCIENCE

Topic:
 ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN HEALTH
 HOW THE STATE GOVERNMENT
WORKS?

Following are the questions from two chapters. You can either take the printout or
write answers in rough copy. It will be discussed in the class by the subject Teacher.
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL LIFE- CHAPTER-2 ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT IN HEALTH
1. Which of the following statements is incorrect?
A A majority of Indians can't really afford treatment in private hospitals.
B It is our basic right to get proper and timely treatment in government
hospitals
C It is the government's responsibility to safeguard the right to life of every
individual.
D None of these
2. Why are more private health facilities located in urban areas?
A Because urban areas have more patients.
B Because urban areas have less patients.
C Because cities provide better opportunities to doctors in terms of earning
and facilities.
D All of these

3. a)Which type of health facility is depicted in the above picture?
b)Which statement goes right with the kind of health facility shown?
A Treatment at a government hospital is fast and costly.
B Treatment at a government hospital is cheap but slow and cumbersome.
C Treatment at a private hospital is costly without any facility and timeconsuming
D None of these.
4. What is medical tourism?
A Visiting a country for sightseeing

B Visiting a country for studying medicine and surgery.
C Visiting a country for medical treatment.
D Visiting botanical gardens, forest and wildlife
5. Which country in Latin America decided not to spend money on defence/army
and to divert all funds to basic facilities for its people?
A Panama
B Honduras
C Costa Rica
D Mexico

6.Which type of healthcare facility is shown in the above picture?
A Private Facility
B Public Facility
C Mobile Clinic
D Primary Health Centres
7. For which of the activities tax money is used to fund?
A Education
B Defence
C Police
D All of these
8. What does PHC mean?
A Private Health Centre
B Public Health Court
C Primary Health Centre
D All of these
9. What does RMP mean?
A Registered Medical Practitioners
B Retired Medical Practitioners
C Recognised Medical Practitioners
D All of these
10.Health means
A Our ability of remaining free from fever
B Our ability to remain free of illness and injuries
C Our ability of not having any disease

D Our ability of remaining free from any injuries
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL LIFE
CHAPTER-3 HOW THE SATE GOVERNMENT WORKS?
1.Write the 5 functions of Government in the space given below.

2.A political party whose MLAs have won more than half the number of constituencies
in a state can be said to be in a _________
(a) majority
(b) minority
(c) opposition
(d) leader party
3.Who becomes the Chief Minister?
(a) Leader of winning party
(b) Leader of losing party
(c) Prime Minister of the country
(d) President of the country

4.Who is the head of a Legislative Assembly?
(a) MP
(b) MLA
(c) Chief Minister
(d) Education Minister
5.According to our Constitution, it is the primary duty of the government to ensure
(a) the welfare of the people and provide health care facilities to all
(b) the welfare of the doctors and provide health care facilities to in rural areas
(c) the welfare of the women and provide health care facilities in urban areas

(d) the welfare of the women and provide health care facilities.
6.What type of Government is depicted in these pictures? Name it.
Write three functions for each type of government in the space given next to
picture.?

7.Two houses of state legislature in India are
(a) Legislative Organisation and Loksabha
(b) Legislative Lok and Legislative assembly
(c) Legislative council and Legislative Sabha
(d) Legislative council and Legislative assembly
8.________ refers to the provision of health facilities from door to door by health
workers in rural areas
(a) Door clinic
(b) Moving clinic
(c) Transfer clinic
(d) Mobile clinic
9.Costa Rican government believes that a country has

(a) to be healthy for its development and pays a lot of attention to the health of its
people
(b) to be wealthy for its development and pays a lot of attention to the earning more
profit by way export
(c) to spent money on political activities
(d) to spend money on military to increase their power
10.A _______ is a place where all the MLAs, whether from the ruling party or from the
opposition meet to discuss various things.
(a) Supreme Court
(b) High court
(c) Legislative Assembly
(d) President House
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